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SUMMARY

Background The paper explores the diverse ethical issues in the care of persons with dementia, in the Netherlands and Kerala, India. These cross-cultural data are used to suggest newer ways for addressing the ethical issues in a mutually enhancing manner.

Methods A thorough review of the literature focusing on ethical aspects of the care for persons with dementia.

Results The medical paradigm is dominant in the Netherlands and awareness of dementia as an organic brain disease is low in Kerala. Institutionalized care is more common in the Netherlands and home-based care is the norm in Kerala. Institutional care is costly, whereas home-based care is stressful for caregivers.

The advanced directive plays an influential role in the Netherlands, but this mechanism is yet to evolve in Kerala.

The legal and social setting of the Netherlands has a strong influence on physician decision-making concerning end of life issues. In Kerala, discussion of these matters is nearly unknown.

Conclusion Limited awareness of dementia in Kerala should be addressed in public forums, which can then be used to garner governmental support. The predominantly institutional model of care-giving in the Netherlands and home-based care-giving in Kerala, each have their strengths; policy makers in both societies can usefully apply the values and merits inherent in both models.

A culturally appropriate implementation of the advanced directive will have beneficial medical, social, and economic impacts in Kerala.

The remarkable disparity between the Netherlands and Kerala in dealing with end-of-life issues will allow more philosophically and socially informed ways of addressing the ethical questions that arise in those situations. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Culture plays a significant role in shaping the perceptions and experiences of disease; nowhere is this more true than in dementia, a disease involving both the body and the mind. Analysis of the ethical issues related to dementia is coloured and controlled by cultural factors, especially as ethics itself is a culturally positioned and conditioned phenomenon. Though the cultural embeddedness of ethics is a major methodological challenge to comparative research (10/66 Dementia Research Group, 2000), the two cultures studied here—Kerala, a state in the southern India, and the Netherlands—have sufficient common-
aliities, in terms of aging population, dementia prevalence and care giving settings, to make comparison possible and productive.

The proximate setting of the comparative references

Both Kerela and the Netherlands have rapidly increasing elderly populations. Life expectancy at birth in Kerela is 73 years (Human Development Index), compared to 79 years in the Netherlands (World Fact Book, 2007). Ten percent of the population in Kerela is aged 60 years and above, an indication of considerable increase in longevity there (Shaji et al., 2002; Shaji et al., 2005). Increased life expectancy brings with it a higher lifetime risk (Reisberg et al., 1982) of dementia in both regions, presenting challenges to the people and institutions that care for the elderly. In Kerela, rapid demographic transition coupled with modernization has upset traditional forms of care, leading to a move away from care given by the extended family to a system much like the Netherlands where the nuclear family is responsible for care.

METHODS

The method used for our comparison is a review of the literature dealing with ethical issues related to dementia. There are a few published articles on dementia care in Kerela, and only a few of those deal with ethical issues. For this reason the 11 articles in our survey are not restricted to those focusing only on ethical issues. Not surprisingly, there are a huge number of articles examining the ethical issues of dementia care in the Netherlands; we chose the 26 most-cited for this analysis.

RESULTS

Empirical findings

The burden of disease. In Kerela, the prevalence of dementia in urban population is 33.6/1000 (Shaji et al., 2005); in the Netherlands the prevalence is 11.3/1000 (Hofman et al., 1991; Ferri et al., 2005). Family history is a reported risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease and hypertension is regarded as risk factor for vascular dementia (Shaji et al., 2005). Behavioral symptoms were reported in 71% of those with mild to moderate dementia in Kerela (10/66 Dementia Research Group, 2004: 455). Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD) are independent predictors for caregivers’ burden. In the Netherlands, more than 80% of dementia patients in nursing homes reported at least one clinically significant neuropsychiatric symptom (Zuidema et al., 2007). Agitated behaviours have a common basis in different settings (Zuidema et al., 2007).

The setting. In the Netherlands, nursing home practice is a specialty for which physicians are trained exclusively in a nursing home setting (Hoek et al., 2001; Helton et al., 2006). Eighty-two percent of those diagnosed with dementia had used one or more types of formal care and 55% were institutionalized (Boersma et al., 1998). Age, severity of dementia, somatic disorders, dependency in the form of activities of daily living (ADL) and marital status were predictors for high levels of care. Whereas in Kerela home based care is predominant.

The cost of care-giving. In the Netherlands, the cost of dementia care is a severe burden at national level (Goes et al., 1998). Yearly 1.6 billion US$ are spent on dementia care. The cost per day for treatment in a Dutch nursing home is 146 US$. Cost estimation at institutional level is not yet an issue in Kerela because of predominant home based care.

The caregivers’ perspective. In Kerela, the majority of care givers are daughters-in-law of women with dementia. Behavioural problems and incontinence were the chief sources of caregivers’ strain. The majority of caregivers experienced significant deterioration in their mental health (Shaji et al., 2003). Whereas, in the Netherlands, professionals support both the patient and the care giver (Kümpers et al., 2005). These professionals explicitly consider the feelings of families while giving proper respect to the autonomy of the patient (Helton et al., 2006; Koopmans et al., 2007); nursing homes are organized to allow maximum freedom to residents with dementia (Kalis et al., 2005: 40; Riedijk et al., 2006).

Awareness of dementia. In Kerela, dementia is considered as a natural consequence of aging and hence there is only limited of it being aware as an organic brain syndrome. Caregivers at time tend to misinterpret the behaviour of the dementia patients as deliberate (Shaji et al., 2003). The resultant refusal to seek adequate medical care poses a challenge to public health in Kerela (Shaji et al., 2002; Shaji et al., 2003). However, public health officials are promoting early diagnosis, using locally developed and culturally
adapted tools for case detection (Mathuranath et al., 2004; Iype et al., 2006). In the Netherlands recent research is helping general practitioners to detect cognitive impairment, enabling patients and caregivers to organize future care and to benefit from facilities that offer information and support when patient’s insight is still relatively preserved (Jansen et al., 2007).

Ethical findings

Advance Directive (AD) and durable power of attorney. Differences in the use of advance directives reveal significant differences in the societies studied here. An advance directive (AD) is an extension of a competent patient’s moral and legal right to refuse treatment in the post-competent period (Berghmans et al., 1997). In the Dutch setting the advance directive—based on the principle of respect for autonomy and individual self-determination—promotes explicit communication about the hastening of death without fear of litigation. Good rapport and communication between the physician, the patient, and the patient’s family in the formal care setting in the Netherlands make the use of an AD a formality. However, advance directives are not without serious ethical problems (Berghmans, 1997; Van Delden, 2007). These include: lack of correspondence between the AD and the eventual decisions of the patients, incompatibility between the formulation of the AD and the actual point of its implementation (in terms of time, scientific knowledge, and therapeutic options), and lack of clarity about why and when an AD can be reconsidered. ADs fail to take into account the remarkable ability of humans to adapt to changing life situations and the coping mechanisms that allow humans to redefine circumstances once seen as distressing. ADs cannot adequately account for the discontinuity of the person: the ‘self’ who wrote the directive before the advent of dementia may or may not be the same ‘self’ who presently suffers from dementia.

In Kerala, patients with dementia very rarely use an advance directive. This idea of the advance directive, common in Western, industrialized societies, has not yet trickled down to ethical discussions on dementia in Kerala. We found only one study that explored the benefit of having a durable power of attorney to help settle the will, bank accounts, and the distribution of pension benefits (Shaji and Iype, 2003).

End of life decisions in dementia cases. The Royal Dutch Medical Society identifies four kinds of life shortening actions near end of life, viz., withholding treatment, stopping treatment, treatment of symptoms accompanied by shortening of life (the principle of double effect) and actions that terminate life (i.e. administering lethal drugs) (Cusveller and Henk, 1996). Various ethicists offer elaborate arguments about the conditions under which such measures could be used (Berghmans, 1998; Van Delden, 2007). According to the Royal Dutch Medical Society, the use of medical treatments at the end of life is to be determined and justified by considering: (1) the supposed (or reconstructed) will of the patient; (2) the burden of the treatment to be given or considered; (3) the positive effect of treatment and (4) the interests of the patient (Cusveller and Henk, 1996).

Foregoing artificial nutrition and hydration. In the Netherlands, the decision to forego Artificial Nutrition and Hydration (ANH) is made relatively frequently by nursing home physicians. ANH were totally avoided in 40% of deaths of incompetent patients in the Dutch nursing homes. In 90% of cases an agreement was made about ANH duration before the start of ANH. Nurses were consulted in 85% of cases regarding the use of ANH, and the family members in 74% of cases. The decision was unanimous in 88% of cases. In the Netherlands the incidence of starting ANH in nursing home patients with dementia is as low as 3/100 patients a year (Onwuteaka-Philipsen et al., 2001; Pasman et al., 2004; Van Wigcheren et al., 2007). A survey of the cause of death in Dutch nursing homes showed 35.2% of deaths attributed to cachexia/dehydration, 20.9% to cardiovascular disorders, and 20.1% to pneumonia (Koopmans et al., 2007).

Regarding end of life decision-making and care plans for dementia patients in Kerala, none of the literature discusses euthanasia, the withholding or withdrawing of treatment, or decisions about the use of ANH at the terminal stages of illness. There are no recorded reports of the practice of Euthanasia and it is not legalized in Kerala or India. In general all possible treatments are provided to sustain life.

Several articles from the Netherlands and only one from Kerala discuss the option of palliative care in dementia (Hughes et al., 2005; Lloyd-Williams et al., 2005; Shaji, 2005; Treloar et al., 2005).

DISCUSSION

The above analysis and identification of the ethical issues related to dementia in a cross cultural setting
suggests ways that each society may borrow from the other in an effort to promote better care.

Perception of dementia—from the natural aging to the organic brain disease

This comparative study warrants a perceptual redefinition of the understanding of dementia in both regions. In Kerala, there is little awareness of dementia as an organic brain disease or acknowledgement of the pathological and medical dimensions of the illness; rather dementia is considered to be a natural aging process (Shaji et al., 2003). Hence people tend to be reluctant to seek health care and the health care system is not adequately equipped to address their needs. For the state as a whole, dementia is emerging as a public health challenge with considerable unmet need and many possibilities for intervention. Meanwhile, in the Netherlands, there is a tendency to overvalue the medical dimension of dementia resulting in an approach to the disease dominated by medical treatment. In this respect Kerala has something to teach the Netherlands. The Dutch system could benefit from a more holistic model that emphasizes the relational dimension of care and the value of home-based care.

Care setting—from the institutional to the relational

The formal and institutional care setting in the Netherlands (Boersma et al., 1998) offers the possibility of a different paradigm for care giving for Kerala, a paradigm that addresses the neglected aspect of the burden placed on caregivers in home-based care. As K. S. Shaji has rightly observed, there is a wrong assumption that dementia care giving is easier in developing countries because of the larger family size. (Shaji et al., 2003). Although the institutionalized style of care giving does not quite ‘fit’ with the ethos and worldviews of the traditional culture of Kerala, the emergence of the ‘day care’ centres in Kerala provide some balanced alternatives (Shaji and Iype, 2003). Respite care and community-based dementia care, if developed, will reduce the caregivers strain.

Advance directive—from the deterministic to the qualified

Careful adaptation of the ethically useful tool of the advance directive as practiced in the Netherlands could help solve several ethical and social confusions related to care of the person with dementia in Kerala. This is especially true given the absence of an established health insurance system in Kerala, which places the cost of treatment on patients and families and results in limited care seeking in Kerala (Wolstenholme et al., 2002; Shaji et al., 2003). An advance directive will also facilitate proper medical management for those with advanced disease and act as a guard against abuse of the elderly.

On the other hand the overly-determined nature of the advance directive in the Netherlands could be moderated by paying attention to the way the relational embeddedness of the person in the culture of Kerala promotes an atmosphere of care that is gratifying and comprehensive. This perspective would encourage a case-by-case, specific approach in the execution of advance directives.

End of life—from the paternalistic to the dialogical

The traditionally paternalistic model of medical practice in Kerala, could benefit by the adoption of certain features of Dutch medicine. More emphasis on the autonomy of the patient will have tangible implications for a different approach in the caring of the demented, ensuring the significance of a ‘dialogical’ approach, rather than a one-way conversation, in decision-making. Enhanced autonomy (Quill and Brody, 1996) will lead to increased awareness, better interaction and communication (Zarit et al., 1999) with family members, and greater involvement on the part of the wider community of health care professionals.

The Dutch model also encourages non-aggressive treatment as a more appropriate option in medically futile conditions, perhaps tempering the aggressive commitment of physicians in Kerala to the prolongation of life. For their part, Dutch physicians might use the more aggressive resistance to death found in Kerala to rethink their approach to artificial nutrition and hydration (Van Wigcheren et al., 2007).

Euthanasia—from the physical to the existential

The striking similarities in the demographic trends of the two regions under study belie a remarkable difference in the approach to the end of life in both
regions. Despite the stronger gravity of dementia in terms of the quality of life and the quantity of the patients in Kerala, the issue of euthanasia remains totally alien there. This is the result of the particular worldview and belief-system of the people of Kerala with its concern for the relational and spiritual dimension of human life. In the far more secular Netherlands, euthanasia is seen as a physical matter, a strategy to reduce suffering. Looking to Kerala, and shaped by non-medical (i.e. cultural and religious) values, the ‘natural’ end point of dementia: death from cachexia or dehydration following palliative care?
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